
ALBERT LEE & HOGAN'S HEROES – TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
REVISED MAY 2012

Contact : Jim Williams +44 7882 576226 / wowandflutter@email.com

LOAD IN REQUIREMENTS
2.5 hour window to load in and set up production before soundcheck begins with the band.
Minimum of two people to assist load in and load out and parking/access for a long wheel base high roofed vehicle. Please advise in advance of 
any awkward access. A suitable ramp to access high stages etc. would be useful
Refreshments upon arrival would be greatly appreciated as the crew may have been travelling for some time. 
As detailed below, the FOH PA and monitors will already be in place.

PERFORMANCE AREA
A stage area of approximately 7m x 5m is needed, preferably larger. A low drum riser will be used if available. 

FRONT OF HOUSE PA  
High quality (ie. D&B, L'Acoustics, Martin, Meyer, Logic System etc) touring rig – point source or line array – with adequate SPL output and suitable 
dispersion for the venue and audience size. Please contact me to discuss your plans.

If using ground stack, subs should be on the ground rather than the stage. In addition, when using a ground stack it is generally preferable to raise 
the tops as high as possible with a downward tilt aimed at the FOH mix position in an attempt to extend the depth of critical distance as far as 
possible.

Low powered theatre-style PA, normally used only for drama/acoustic/jazz performances will be of no use as a L/R FOH PA on this show. However, 
such house systems can often be incorporated into the L/R rig as front fills and/or delays. 

Particular attention should be paid to ensure good coverage for seated audience members at the very front. Additional fills from vocal group or 
matrix are usually required.  Additionally, in larger/more reverberant halls it is preferable to run a couple of speakers on stands (or flown) past the 
critical distance to serve as delayed vocal fills. (A basic outboard delay with the ability to dial in delay in ms will obviously be required in this case, 
unless using a suitably equipped drive rack or a digital console with the facility to delay output channels.)

The FOH PA (whether in-house or hired in) will be in place upon the arrival of the crew, fully checked and all trouble shooting taken care of. The 
production time will be used to set up backline, tune FOH PA and fills, set up mics/DIs and set basic monitors. When the band arrives, that time is 
dedicated to fine tuning monitor mixes and FOH balance.

VENUE ACOUSTICS
In especially reverberant or overly “boomy” sounding venues, please take measures (however simple or DIY!!) to minimise these unwanted 
acoustic characteristics. (Curtains/drapes may help tame certain mid and high frequency problems in a reverberant hall, for example, even if only 
hung on the back wall.) I'm happy to discuss any ideas in advance of the gig.

MIX POSITION REQUIREMENTS
 The mixing console and EQ/FX/outboard must be in the auditorium in the same space as the audience. Please place the desk around two-thirds of 
the way back – preferably just a little off centre. Mix position in a projection room/lighting booth, orchestra pit, side of stage (!) etc. won't be 
acceptable. There's also no point putting the desk in the auditorium right at the back of the room or high up in a corner. This is very important. We 
can work on minimising the FOH footprint if needs be to free up more seats, as long as proper mix position is arranged. 

MIXING CONSOLE REQUIREMENTS
Large format VCA/multi group equipped analogue console (Midas Heritage, XL3/4, Verona etc or Soundcraft MH, Series 5, etc) always preferred.

If digital, Digico, Soundcraft, Midas and Yamaha consoles are preferable. I have show files for many digital consoles which can be emailed ahead 
of the show to save set-up time. Please let me know what console/model you'll be bringing.

A minimum of 24 mic channels plus 2 stereo returns is required. Normal analogue set up involves up to 24 mic lines from stage, 4-5 additional mic 
channels at console (for monitor vocal splits if monitors are being run from FOH), 2-3 stereo channels for FX returns and a 1 stereo channel for 
iPod/CD etc.

We require 6 pre-fade sends to stage for monitors and a minimum of 2 post fade sends for FX. See monitor requirements below.

Adequate lighting/lamp required for mixing console area with a colour gel if possible.

FX / EQ REQUIREMENTS (when using analogue consoles only)
GEQ required on FOH mix and all monitor mixes. (KT, XTA and BSS preferable)
Lexicon reverb preferred, TC D2 delay (or similar tap)
I carry some reverb and delay units in my rack along with 4 x 31 band BSS EQ which can be used. Please phone/email to discuss/arrange.
4 channels compression minimum and a few gates please

MIC REQUIREMENTS
See patch list for required mics and alternatives. Mics are listed in order of preference. I do carry some mics which can be used to mix and match 
with venue mics by prior arrangement (but not simply as a substitute for cheap Chinese copies that may be available)

MONITOR WEDGE REQUIREMENTS
6 touring quality wedges required. Large drum fill with sub is NOT required – happy to use high quality full range wedge for drummer placed so the 
horn is at ear height (wedge on top of a flight case etc.)

If you absolutely can't offer a 6 way monitor mix then please phone/email to discuss. An alternate 4 way mix plot (with extra powered wedge for 
steel player) is shown below. However, 4 way mix tends to compromise stage sound so 6 way monitoring is always preferred.

LIGHTING REQUIREMENTS
At smaller venues, simple colour washes will be adequate. At larger venues and theatres a high quality light show with a experienced operator is 
always welcomed. Please email to discuss any specific lighting issues.

NOTE TO AGENT/PROMOTER
No part of this tech spec is to be altered. My contact details are to remain on this document as first contact for any external PA company/in house 
production team. Thank you.
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Stage Plot & Stage Patch for ALBERT LEE & HOGAN'S HEROES
Updated :May2012 Contact : Jim Williams 07882 576226 email: wowandflutter@email.com 

Input Instrument Preferences (in order) Remarks

1 KICK Senn 901/RE20/MD421/B91a
2 SNARE Opus 87/Beta 98/Beta 56/SM57 short stand if B56/SM57 used
3 FLOOR MD421/B52/B98/RE20/D112/M88 short stand unless B98 used
4 LOW RACK Beta98 clip onto bottom rim
5 MID/HI RACK Beta98 clip onto bottom rim 
6 OH L  SM81/KM184/C451 both OH's on ORTF stereo bar above drummer's head
7 OH R as above    on single boom with stage weight on legs of stand

8 BASS GTR SM7/MD421/RE20/M88/B52 short stand stage right
9 STEEL GTR SM7/B56/MD421/SM57 short stand far stage left
10 ELEC GTR SM7/B56/MD421/SM57 short stand stage right
11 MONO KEYS DI far stage left

12 BASS VOCAL B56/M88/B58 boom stand
13 CENTRE VOCAL KMS105/KSM9/B87/RodeM1/SM58 boom stand
14 PIANO VOCAL as above boom stand
15 KEYS VOCAL B58/SM58 boom stand
16 DRUM VOCAL B56 boom stand & gooseneck with stage weight on stand legs

17 PIANO L DI stage left
18 PIANO R DI stage left
19 AC GTR DI far stage right near Steel
20 SPARE MIC SM58/57 in wings on boom stand with lots of cable

MONITOR LAYOUT (For 6 way mix - always preferred)
1 Steel player Far S/R
2 Bassist Near S/R
3 Centre
4 Piano Near S/L monitor comes in from the side (player's left)
5 Keyboards Far S/L
6 Drummer monitor horn at ear height

MONITOR LAYOUT (For 4 way mix - please contact to arrange extra wedge)
1 Bassist
2 Centre and Piano paired on 2 wedges if available
3 Keyboards
4 Drummer
+ Steel player band's own active wedge, fed by SM-57 in kick drum

I have some of the mics listed, a gooseneck and an ORTF bar. Please contact me in advance if you wish to arrange their use.
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